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What do we live for, of 
it is not to make life 
          less difficult for 
each other.	
!
 ~George Eliot Author 	




Quote

Pride gets no pleasure out of having 
something, only out of having more of it than 
the next man.~C.S Lewis Author 	




WIn-Lose Totem Pole 	


 By staying in a win-win frame of mind, you believe 
that everyone is equal and no one is superior to 
anyone else.  You have to keep an open mind to be 
win-win, which means that you can't feel shy or 
inferior to anyone.  Be yourself and have a positive 
attitude.	




Example Of Win-Lose Totem pole 	


 Win lose is full of pride. In the words of C.S Lewis, pride gets no 
pleasure out of having something, only out of having more of it than the 
next man.  In the book PG 148	




Lose-Win The Dormant 	


Don’t let people use you as a tool, don’t let 
people take advantage of your homework and 
your notes for “Study hall”. Because if you do 
you’ll end up looking like this guy 	




Example of Lose-Win Doormat 	


In the book on PG 149	


‘’I , for one , am a big peacemaker. I would much rather take the blame for just about 
anything than get into an argument. I constantly find myself  saying that I am dumb….’’ 
Do you find yourself saying that I am dumb. If so you have fallen into the trap of Lose - 
Win. 	




Quote	


SOMETIMES WE NEED TO LOSE THE SMALL 
BATTLES IN ORDER TO WIN THE WAR .	




Lose Lose the Downward Spiral 	


The lose-lose attitude is what you have when two win-lose people get 
together.  They, of course, want to be better than the other.  Since they 
both cannot stop until they win, they will do whatever they can at all 
costs to beat the other person.	




Ex.Of Lose-Lose The Downward Spiral	


‘’If I’m going down then you’re going down 
with me, SUCKERS. AFTER ALL MISERY ENJOYS 
COMPANY. War is a good example of lose -
lose. Think about it.  Whoever kills the most 
people win the war. That sound’s like anyone 
ends up winning at all. 	




Quote	


LIFE IS LIKE A SPORT. SOMETIMES YOU WIN, 
SOMETIMES YOU LOSE, BUT THE GAME ALWAYS 
GOES  ON 	




Win Win the all you can eat Buffet 	


Win-Win is a belief that everyone can win.  It’s both nice 
and tough all at once.Won’t step on you, but I won’t be 
your doormat either.. You care about other people and you 
want them to succeed. But you also care about yourself, 
and you want to succeed as well.  It’s not a matter of who 
gets the biggest piece of pie.	




Ex.Win Win the all you can eat Buffet 	


This is the attitude of feeling good about yourself.  Here, you feel like 
there is so much success in life that you want to share it with others. 
 This attitude can not only help you, but everyone around you.  Be nice 
to people, even if you don't think you're going to like them and share 
your happiness with others.  That is being Win-Win.	




Win the private victory first 	


You have to give yourself goals and achieve 
them.Don’t give yourself small goals and not 
do them then it would just be a waste Ex.	


Don’t eat the the fattening donut.	




Ex.Win the private victory first	


It all begins with you. If you are extremely 
insecure and haven’t paid the price to win 
the private victory, it will be difficult to think 
win -win. you’ll be threatened by other 
people. It’ll be hard to be happy for their 
successes.  	




QUOTE

Thus it is that in war the victorious strategist 
only seeks battle after the victory has been 
won, whereas he who is destined to defeat 
first fights and afterwards looks for victory	




QUOTE



Competing  	


Strive to gain or win something by defeating or 
establishing superiority over others who are trying to do 
the same.	




Ex.Competing	


strive to gain or win something by defeating or establishing 
superiority over others who are trying to do the same. 
competition can be extremely healthy. it drives us to 
improven to reach and stretch.	




QUOTE

Competing with yourself makes you better 
competing with others makes you bitter.	




The fruits of the win win spirit 	


The win win spirit allows you to enjoy 
whatever activity,sport,accomplishment..etc 
you have done to make yourself feel good. 
Win win lets both sides of benefit.	




THE END…….SO BYE Now	


Bye


